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CHAPTER 5

NEW PAY STRUCTURE

5.1 Based on the principles discussed in Chapter 4, the Commission has

formulated a new pay structure.  Having decided on the minimum basic pay, 
the next aspect to be decided is the new increment rates.  The revised
increment rates are derived by adding 64% DA to the existing  rates and 
stepped up to a stage corresponding to the multiple of the nearest rupees ten
keeping in mind the fact that the increment rate shall more or less
progressively go down from 2.72% to 2.09%.  The table shown below is a ready 
reckoner showing the progression of increment rates in the revised pay
structure.

TABLE 5.1

PROGRESSION OF INCREMENTAL RATES

Sl.
No.

Increment
Rate

Span Percentage Stages

1 230 3 2.71 8500-8730-8960-9190

2 250 3 2.72 9190-9440-9690-9940

3 270 4 2.71 9940-10210-10480-10750-11020

4 300 4 2.72 11020-11320-11620-11920-12220

5 330 4 2.70 12220-12550-12880-13210-13540

6 360 4 2.65 13540-13900-14260-14620-14980

7 400 5 2.67 14980-15380-15780-16180-16580-16980

8 440 4 2.59 16980-17420-17860-18300-18740

9 500 5 2.67 18740-19240-19740-20240-20740-21240

10 560 5 2.63 21240-21800-22360-22920-23480-24040

11 620 5 2.57 24040-24660-25280-25900-26520-27140

12 680 4 2.50 27140-27820-28500-29180-29860

13 750 4 2.50 29860-30610-31360-32110-32860

14 820 4 2.50 32860-33680-34500-35320-36140

15 900 5 2.50 36140-37040-37940-38840-39740-40640

16 1000 8 2.40
40640-41640-42640-43640-44640-45640-46640-
47640-48640

17 1100 8 2.26
48640-49740-50840-51940-53040-54140-55240-
56340-57440

18 1200 2 2.09 57440-58640-59840

Source: complied by PRC Staff.
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5.2 Accordingly the Commission recommends a revised master scale as shown 
below:

8500-230-9190-250-9940-270-11020-300-12220-330-13540-360-14980-400-16980-440-18740-500-

(3)  (3)  (4) (4) (4)            (4) (5) (4) (5)

21240-560-24040-620-27140-680-29860-750-32860-820-36140-900-40640-1000-48640-1100-

(5) (5)              (4)             (4) (4) (5)               (8)                 (8) 

57440-1200-59840

             (2)

5.3 The concept of Master Scale was first introduced in Kerala by the Fifth Pay 
Commission.  This system was adopted from Karnataka.  At present Master 
Scale system is in vogue in Andhra Pradesh also.  While recommending the
master scale, the Vth Kerala Pay Commission  had remarked  “the rate of 
increment will be the same at every point on the scale irrespective of the post.
Moreover, it guarantees a minimum of two increments when an employee
moves from a lower scale to a higher scale”.  The 1992 Pay Equalization
Committee dispensed with the continuance of master scale and allowed normal 
revision to the corresponding scales of pay. The 1997 Pay Revision Committee 
also was not in favour of reintroducing master scale on the ground that this will 
cast a heavy burden on the finances of the State due to fixation and refixation 
under Rule 28 A.  The Committee observed that an increment to an employee is 
not an isolated entity but something which brings in multipronged financial 
gains by way of simultaneous increase in Dearness Allowance, HRA, Pension, 
Gratuity, Commutation etc.  However, the Committee recommended three  to 
five fold increase in the incremental rates.

5.4 The 2004 Pay Revision Commission reintroduced the master scale which was 
subsequently modified by the Government as shown below:

4510 -  120 -  4990 -  130 -  5510 -140 -  5930 -  150 -  6680 -  160-  7480 -170 -

(4)  (4) (3) (5)                   (5)                    (4)

 7990 -  200 -  9590 -  240 -  10790 -  280 -  11910 -  340 -  13610 -  380 -16650 -

 (8)                    (5)                      (4)                       (5)                      (8)

450 -  20700 -500 -23200 -550 -  25400 -  600 -  26600 -  650 -  33750

  (9)                    (5)                (4)   (2)                     (11)

5.5 The 8th Pay Commission felt that the adoption of a master scale would help to 
do away with many anomalies in pay fixation and would also ensure that all 
employees would receive two increments uniformly on promotion from one 
scale to another.  However, the Commission advocated a change in method for 
applying Rule 28 A Kerala Service Rules which would prevent unintended
financial gain to employees by way of fixation and re-fixation.  The Commission 
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also took into account of the demand for reintroduction of Master Scales made
by various Service Organizations.  We have considered at length the need for 
continuance of the system and its impact in the background of the demands 
raised in this regard.  We find no reason to do away with the master scale 
especially on account of the prevailing harmonious relationship between the 
employees and the Government. We also accept the continuance of a Master
Scale.

5.6 The Corresponding revised pay scales which would be 27 in number, forming

segment of the master scale are as follows. 

Sl.
No.

Proposed Scales Span

1 8500-230-9190-250-9940-270-11020-300-12220 14

2  8730-230-9190-250-9940-270-11020-300-12220-330-12550 16

3  8960-230-9190-250-9940-270-11020-300-12220-330-13210 15

4 9190-250-9940-270-11020-300-12220-330-13540-360-14620 18

5  9940-270-11020-300-12220-330-13540-360-14980-400-15380 17

6 10480-270-11020-300-12220-330-13540-360-14980-400-16980-440- 17420 20

7  11620-300-12220-330-13540-360-14980-400-16980-440-18740 19

8  13210-330-13540-360-14980-400-16980-440-18740-500-20740 18

9 13900-360-14980-400-16980-440-18740-500-21240-560-22360 19

10  14620-360-14980-400-16980-440-18740-500-21240-560-23480 19

11 15380-400-16980-440-18740-500-21240-560-24040 18

12 16180-400-16980-440-18740-500-21240-560-24040-620-27140 21

13  16980-440-18740-500-21240-560-24040-620-27140-680-29180 22

14  18740-500-21240-560-24040-620-27140-680-29860-750-31360 21

15 19240-500-21240-560-24040-620-27140-680-29860-750-32110 21

16  20740-500-21240-560-24040-620-27140-680-29860-750-32860-820-33680 20

17 21240-560-24040-620-27140-680-29860-750-32860-820-34500 20

18  22360-560-24040-620-27140-680-29860-750-32860-820-35320 19

19 24040-620-27140-680-29860-750-32860-820-36140 17

20  29180-680-29860-750-32860-820-36140-900-40640 14

21  32110-750-32860-820-36140-900-40640-1000-44640 14

22  36140-900-40640-1000-46640 11

23  40640-1000-48640-1100-54140 12

24  42640-1000-48640-1100-55240 13

25  44640-1000-48640-1100-56340 11

26  46640-1000-48640-1100-57440-1200-58640 11

27  48640-1100-57440-1200-59840 10

8500-230-9190-250-9940-270-11020-300-12220-330-13540-360-14980-400-16980-440-

18740-500-21240-560-24040-620-27140-680-29860-750-32860-820-36140-900-40640-1000-

48640-1100-57440-1200-59840
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5.7 Salient Features of the Revised Scale.

(i) The increase in incremental rates over a span varies from 2.72% to 
2.09% with the maximum in the incremental stages of Rs.250/- and 
Rs.300/-.

(ii) The disparity ratio between the minimum and maximum basic pay 
in the revised pay structure has come down to 1:7.04 from 1:7.48 of 
the previous revision.  This has been achieved despite the increase
of the number of scales from 24 to 27.

(iii) By providing sufficient spans along with accelerated incremental 
rates, the possibility of stagnation of senior level officers has been 
minimized to a large extent.

(iv) The existing internal relativity between scales have been ensured 
even on reducing the disparity ratio.

(v) The number of scales have been increased from the existing 24 to 27
inducting three new scales at higher level.  This has been done
mainly to accommodate  certain categories of higher level officers
in line Departments viz; with Senior level functionaries in the
Government Secretariat.

Formula for Fixation of Pay in the Revised Scale.

5.8. The next task before the Commission is to frame rules for the fixation in the 

revised scales of pay.  The fixation rules are given at the end of the chapter 
with proper illustrations.

5.9. In the 2004 Pay Revision, 59% DA was merged with the basic pay on the date 

of option and a fitment benefit of 6% of the pre-revised basic pay, subject to a 
minimum of Rs.350/- was also given. Regarding service weightage, one
increment in the revised scale for each completed four years of service, subject 
to a maximum of four increments was also given, after arriving the revised 
pay in the next stage of the scale of pay.  The Commission adopted the above 
procedure in order to ensure that those employees who have put in more 
service should be given reasonable benefit as in the case of Central pay
fixation rules.  The long standing complaint that in every general revision 
senior employees having longer service get lesser monetary benefit has been 
taken care of to some extent. 

5.10. In the 1997 Pay Revision, fixation of pay in the revised scales was done by 
merging 148% of DA and adding fitment benefit at the rate of 10% of basic pay 
and service weightage @ 1% for every completed year of service, subject to a 
maximum of 20%of Basic Pay in the pre-revised scale of pay.  However, in 
1992 pay revision (Pay Equalisation Committee) neither DA was merged nor 
weightage was granted.  The Pay in the revised scale was fixed by adding 7% 
of basic pay in the existing scale of pay subject   to a minimum of Rs.75/- and 
a maximum of Rs.250/-.  There was also a provision for additional increments 
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in the revised scales in the case of bunching for more than five consecutive 
stages in the existing scales.

5.11. In the 2006 Central Pay Revision (6th Central Pay Commission) four running

Pay Bands were introduced.  To switch over to the revised pay, the DA @ 74% 
was merged with basic pay as on 1.1.2006 and rounded to the next multiple of 
Rs.10/-.  This was taken as the pay in the revised running pay band.   Further 
Grade Pay computed @ 40% of the maximum of the basic pay in each of the 
pre-revised pay scale was also reckoned.  The Commission had added that the
Pay Bands introduced would ease stagnation at higher level in the case of 
senior officers, and remove many of the pay scale related anomalies and also 
would ensure that by and large no bunching would take place.

5.12. In order to ensure reasonable monetary compensation to each employee, this

commission has taken a pragmatic approach keeping in mind the basic
principle to reduce the disparity between the highest paid officer and the
lowest paid officer as explained in para 4.26 of Chapter 4 of the Report. This
Commission has fixed the minimum pay at Rs.8500/- so as to ensure that the 
expectation of the Service Organisations and employees in general would be 
satisfied.  The minimum pay so fixed is also based on the general principle of 
adding increase in percapita income (at constant Prices) during the period 
from 2004-2005 to 2008-2009 to the lowest pre- revised basic pay and DA there 
on as on 1.07.2009.  Since in the Terms of Reference, the date of effect of the 
Pay Revision is stipulated as 1.07.2009, the Commission felt that contrary to 
the stand taken by the previous Pay Revision Commissions, the merger of 
entire DA with basic pay as on 1.07.2009 would benefit the employees in
general and the highest paid employees in particular.

5.13. To sum up, fixation in the revised scale is recommended to be made in the 

following manner.

5.14. An amount equal to 64% DA at 147.91 (AICPIN) will be added to the basic pay 

in the pre- revised scale.  10% of the basic pay on the date of option will be 
further added as fitment benefit, subject to a minimum of Rs.1000/-(Rs. One 
thousand only).  To the pay so arrived at, service weightage calculated at the 
rate of ½% for each completed year of service on the basic pay as on date of 
option subject to a maximum of 15% shall be added. Thereafter the revised 
pay will be fixed at the next stage of the corresponding revised pay scale.  The 
pay so arrived at will be a stage in the master scale.
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5.15. A few illustrations given below would clarify the point further.

(Case I)

A Class IV Employee having a continuous service of 6 years, drawing  a basic 
pay of Rs.5250 in the pre-revised scale of pay of Rs.4510-6230.

Basic pay as on 1.07.2009 5250.00

DA @ 64% 3360.00

Fitment @ 10% of Basic Pay

(Subject to a minimum of Rs.1000) 1000.00

Service weightage @ ½% of

Basic Pay for each completed year of service 158.00

Total 9768.00

Next stage in the corresponding revised

scale of pay 8500-12220      Rs.9940.00

(Net benefit as on on 1.7.2009 Rs.1330/-)

(Case II)

An LD Clerk having 12 years of continuous Service drawing a basic a basic 
pay of Rs.7480 in the pre-revised scale of Rs.6680-10790. (TBHG Scale)

Basic pay as on 1.7.2009 - 7480.00

DA @ 64% - 4787.00

Fitment @ 10% Basic Pay

 (Subject to a minimum or Rs.1000/-) - 1000.00

Service weightage @ ½% for each

completed year of service -   449.00 

Total 13716.00

Next stage in the corresponding

 revised scale of Rs.11620-18740 13900.00

(Net benefit as on 1.7.2009 Rs.1633/-)

(Case III)

A Second Grade Draftsman/Overseer having a continuous service of 17 years 
drawing a basic pay of Rs.9590 in the scale of pay of Rs.9190-15510 (2nd TBHG 
scale)
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Basic pay as on 1.7.2009 - 9590.00

DA @ 64% - 6138.00

Fitment benefit at 10% of BP

(Subject to a minimum of Rs.1000) - 1000.00

 Service weightage @ ½% for each

completed year of service -    815.00

Total - 17543.00

Next stage in the corresponding

 revised scale of Rs. 16180-27140 -               17860

(Net benefit as on 1.7.2009 Rs.2132/-)

(Case IV)

An High School Assistant having a continuous service of 10 years drawing a 
basic pay Rs Rs.11350 in the scale of pay of Rs.10790-18000. (Ist TBHG)

Basic pay as on 1.7.2009 - 11350.00

DA @ 64% -   7264.00

Fitment @ 10% Basic Pay -   1135.00

Service weightage @ ½% for each

 completed year of service -     568.00 

Total - 20317.00

Next stage in the corresponding

revised scale of Rs.18740-31360 - 20740.00

(Net benefit as on 1.7.2009 Rs.2126/-)

(Case V)

A Finance Officer having a continuous service of 14 years drawing a basic 
pay of Rs. 18450 in the pre-revised scale of pay of Rs. 12930-20250

Basic pay as on 1.7.2009 - 18450.00

DA @ 64% - 11808.00

Fitment @ 10% Basic Pay -   1845.00

Service weightage @ ½% for each

 completed year of service -   1292.00

Total 33395.00
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Next stage in the corresponding

revised scale of Rs.22360-35320 - 33680.00

(Net benefit as on 1.7.2009 Rs.3422/-)

(Case VI)

A Class IV Employee having  a continuous service of 2 years drawing a basic 
pay of Rs.4750 in the pre-revised scale of pay of Rs.4510-6230.

Basic pay as on 1.7.2009 - 4750.00

DA @ 64% - 3040.00

Fitment @ 10% Basic Pay

 (Subject to a minimum or Rs.1000/-) - 1000.00

Service weightage @ ½% for every

 completed year of service -               48.00

Total 8838.00

Next stage in the corresponding

revised scale of Rs.8500-12220                  8960 

(Net benefit as on 1.7.2009 Rs.1170/-)

5.16. Rules for fixation of pay in the revised scale.

(i) The revised scales of pay shall come into force w.e.f.1.7.2009.
(ii) Existing scale of pay for the purpose of these rules is the scale of pay 

immediately prior to 1.7.2009.
(iii) Existing emoluments for the purpose of these rules shall be the total 

of :
(a) Basic pay in the existing scales as on the date of change over to 

the revised scale including the increments, if any, accruing on 
such date in the existing scale.  Stagnation increments shall also 
be reckoned for this.

(b) Personal pay, if any, not specifically ordered to be absorbed in 
future increase of pay.

(c) Special pay drawn in lieu of higher time scale of pay, provided 
there is no special pay attached to revised scale.

(d) Dearness Allowance admissible at the rate of 64% on such pay 
vide (a), (b) and (c) above.

Note: - Special pay, in addition to the pay drawn in the existing 
scale shall not be reckoned for fixation of pay in the revised
scale.
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(iv) To the existing emoluments computed above, shall be added an
amount equal to 10% of basic pay subject to a minimum of Rs.
1000/- in Rule (iii) (a) above towards fitment benefit and another 
amount equivalent to ½% of basic pay, specified in Rule (iii) (a) 
above, for each completed year of service subject to a maximum of 
30 completed years, towards service weightage.

Note: - Service for the purpose of this rule means service 
including broken periods of service qualifying for normal 
increments in the scale of pay.  Time spent on leave not 
counting for normal increment will not be reckoned.
Service during the period of bar on increment, without 
cumulative effect will be reckoned.

(v) The amount so arrived at under Rule (iv) above shall be stepped up 
to the next stage in the revised scale of pay.

(vi) If the amount arrived at under Rule (iv) above is more than the 
maximum of the revised scale, the pay shall be fixed at the
maximum of the revised scale and the difference shall be treated as 
personal pay and it will not be absorbed in future increase in pay on 
account of granting increments.  This personal pay will count for all 
purposes viz; fixation of pay, calculation of leave salary, drawal of
allowance and pension.

(vii) In cases, where a senior government servant promoted to a higher 
post before 1.7.2009, (other than a time bound higher grade) draws
less pay in the revised scale than his Junior promoted to the higher 
post after 1.7.2009, the pay of the senior employee shall be stepped 
up to the level of the pay of the junior w.e.f. the date on which 
junior draws more pay, provided that

(a) The senior and the junior employee should belong to the same 
category and should have been promoted to the same category 
of post.

(b) The pre-revised and revised scale of pay of the lower and higher 
posts in which they are entitled to draw pay should be identical.

(c) The senior Government servant at the time of promotion has
been drawing equal or more pay than the junior

(d) The anomaly should have arisen directly as a result of the
introduction of the revised scale of pay

(e) The anomaly should not have arisen due to the option exercised 
on different dates or due to any advance increments granted to 
the junior in the lower post or due to increased service
weightage to the junior.

Note: - (i) If in the lower post, the junior employee was 
drawing more pay in the pre-revised scale than the 
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senior, the senior to such junior will have no claim 
over the pay of the junior.

(ii) In case where pay of an employee is stepped 
up in terms of clause (vii) above, the next 
increment shall be granted after completing the 
required service of one year in the new scale from 
the date of stepping up of pay.

(viii) All appointments and promotions made on or after 1.7.2009 shall be 
deemed to have been made in the revised scale of pay.  However, if 
an employee wishes to opt the revised scale of pay of his promoted 
post ie. the next immediate promotion post assumed on or after 
1.7.2009, he will be permitted to opt the revised scale of the
promotion post with effect from the date of promotion and his pay 
in the revised scale will be fixed on the basis of the pay he drew in 
the pre-revised scale of the promoted post on that date.  This
benefit will be restricted to the employees who were promoted in
between 1.7.2009 and the date of issue of Pay Revision Order. Also 
employees who were in Government service prior to 1-7-2009 and 
got appointment through “by transfer” appointment or by PSC 
appointment shall be permitted to exercise option with effect from 
1.7.2009 in the scale of pay of the post held by them prior to their 
new appointment. Employees who were promoted on or after
1.7.2009 cannot be allowed to exercise option of the feeder post
beyond the date of such promotion.

(ix) Provisional employees recruited through the employment
exchanges who were in service on 30.6.2009 and continued
thereafter shall be eligible for the minimum of the revised scale of 
pay only.

(x) The next increment of an employee whose pay has been fixed in the 
revised scale of pay shall accrue on completion of one year from the 
date of option.

(xi) An employee whose increment is withheld for want of declaration
of probation on 1.7.2009 or on the date of change over to the new 
scale will also be allowed the benefit of fixation of pay notionally 
counting the increment accrued but withheld, in relaxation of Rule 
37 B(b), Part I Kerala Services Rules, subject to the condition that 
the next increment after such fixation will be allowed only after he 
is declared to have satisfactorily completed his probation and the 
period of approved service required to earn an increment.

(xii) In the case of an employee whose pay has been reduced with the
effect of postponing future increments, fixation of pay in the
revised scale will be allowed on the basis of the option exercised by 
him but he has to remain in that pay till the expiry of the period of 
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reduction.  The pay will, however, be fixed on the date of expiry of 
the period of reduction.  The next increment in such cases will be 
allowed only on completion of approved service required to earn 
an increment from the date of such fixation.

(xiii) An employee can exercise option to come over to the revised scale 
of pay with effect from 1.7.2009 or with effect from any subsequent 
date he opts.

(xiv) The option in writing is to be exercised within a period of six
months from the date of Government orders revising the scales of 
pay.

(xv) The option is to be filed with the officer competent to fix his/her 
pay in the form appended.

(xvi) The option once exercised shall be final.  In the case of subsequent 
reversion (after the exercise of option as per these rules), the
employee will be allowed to exercise option in respect of the lower 
post also, provided such option is exercised within a period of three 
months from the date of orders of reversion. Re option will not be 
allowed for any  pay revision(including the present pay revision) 
except in cases involving retrospective revision or change in scale 
of pay that takes effect on a date prior to the date of option
exercised by the employee for the concerned pay revision. In such 
cases arrears of salary/pension will be payable only with effect 
from the date of filing of the option such re-option has to exercised 
within 3 month of the date of issue of the order revising/changing 
the scale of pay retrospectively .

(xvii) An employee is allowed to exercise option only in respect of
existing scale.  If no option is exercised within the said period of six 
months of the date of Government orders revising the scale of pay 
of the Government employees, the date of effect of pay revision 
order ie. 1.7.2009 shall be treated as the date of option and the
Officer competent to fix his/her pay is to proceed accordingly.  No 
subsequent option shall be entertained.

(xviii) If an employee dies before the expiry of the time fixed for option 
and without exercising option, the officer competent to fix his/her 
pay in the revised scale of pay shall fix his/her pay with effect from 
the date which is more advantageous to the survivors of the
deceased.  If the deceased is a Gazetted Officer the head of
department and if the deceased himself was the head of
department, the Secretary to Government concerned, in
consultation with the Accountant General (A&E) will fix the date of 
option of the deceased employee, which is found to be more
advantageous to the beneficiary.
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(xix) An employee on leave or on deputation or under suspension will 
be allowed to exercise option with in a period of six months from 
the date of return to duty.

(xx) Persons whose service were terminated on or after 1.7.2009 and
who could not exercise the option within the prescribed time limit 
on account of death, discharge on the expiry of the sanctioned
posts, resignation, dismissal or discharge  on disciplinary ground 
are entitled to the benefits of the aforesaid rules.

(xxi) In the case of employees whose increment in the pre-revised scale is 
barred as punishment without cumulative effect, their pay on the
date of option (if it is w.e.f. a date on which the increment bar is in 
force) in the revised scale will be fixed on the basis of the pay
notionally arrived at by counting increment each, in the pre-revised
scale, for every competed year of service which would have been 
counted for normal increment, but for the punishment.  The next 
increment in the revised scale will be sanctioned only after expiry 
of the remaining period of increment bar as on the date of fixation 
of pay in the revised scale, subject to Rule (x) of Pay Fixation Rules.

(xxii) In the case of employees whose increment in the pre-revised scale is 
barred as punishment with cumulative effect, their pay on the date 
of option (if it is w.e.f. a date on which the increment bar is in force) 
will be fixed on the basis of the pay they were drawing
immediately before increment bar.  They will be entitled to the pay 
at the same rate till the expiry of the period of increment bar.  The 
next increment in the revised scale will be sanctioned only after 
expiry of the period of increment bar subject to Rule (x) of Pay 
Fixation Rules.

(xxiii) In the case of employees whose pay in the pre-revised scale is
reduced to lower stage as penalty temporarily, their pay in the 
revised  scale will be fixed on the date of option (if it is w.e.f a date 
on which the reduction in pay is in force) on the basis of the pay 
after reduction in the pre-revised scale.  The next increment that 
will accrue in the revised scale in terms of Rule (x) of the above 
rules will be sanctioned only after the expiry of the remaining 
period of penalty.

(xxiv) In the case of employees whose pay in the pre-revised scale is
reduced permanently to lower stage as penalty with the effect of 
postponing future increments, his pay in the revised scale will be 
fixed on the date of option on the basis of the reduced  pay in the 
pre-revised scale.  They will have to remain in that pay till expiry of 
the period of reduction.  The next increment that will accrue in the 
revised scale will be sanctioned only after expiry of the remaining
period of penalty.
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(xxv) The employees who continue on Leave Without Allowance (LWA) 
on or after 1.7.2009 will be allowed to exercise option within 6 (six) 
months of return to duty.

(See Rules for fixation of pay)
FORM OF OPTION

I,………………………………………………………………………………………….
hereby elect to the revised scale of Rs…………… …………… ………… with
effect from …………………………………………..

or
I, ………………………………………………………………. hereby elect to
continue in the existing scale of pay of Rs…………………………………. of my 
substantive / officiating post mentioned below till ………………. 200…….

Signature
                                                              Name
Station:                                                 Designation
Date:                                                    Officer/Department.

Principles of Option

5.17. Normally a pay revision with new pay scales takes effect from a date stipulated 

by Government.  All subsequent appointments and promotions are deemed to 
have been made only in the revised scale of pay.  However, in all earlier pay 
revisions, except in 1992, the employees were given the opportunity to exercise 
option in order to come over to the revised scale w.e.f any date which is 
convenient and beneficial to them.  The employees have opportunity to exercise 
option in lower post and higher posts simultaneously w.e.f. the same date,
which will enable them to reap the benefit of pay revision in the lower post and 
consequent fixation in the higher post as per the rules in KSR.  In the Central 
Pay Revision, option facility was allowed only in one existing scale of pay till 
the V Pay Revision.  The Revised pay scales based on Sixth Central Pay
Commission recommendations came into effect w.e.f 1.1.2006 and the
employees were given option only to continue in the existing scale (pre-revised
scale) until the date on which he earns his next or subsequent increment in the 
existing scale or until he vacates the post or ceases to draw pay in the scale.  We 
recognize the fact that an employee should be given an opportunity to exercise 
a right of option to come over to the revised scale at the same time. We are also 
of the firm view that unintended financial benefit should not be accrued as a 
result of the facility for exercising option. It is therefore essential to stipulate the 
principles of option enabling the employees to switch over to the revised scale 
of pay.  The employees may be allowed to exercise option subject to the
following conditions.

a) A Government servant holding a post under the Government on the 
day before the date of coming into effect of the pay revision may 
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exercise option to continue in the existing scale till the date on which 
he/she earns his/her next increment in the existing scale of pay or 
until he/she vacates his/her post or ceases to draw pay in that scale, 
whichever is earlier.  The date of effect of the option shall not in any 
case go beyond one year from the date of order of pay revision.

b) In the case of a Government servant who died on or after the date of 
coming into effect of the pay revision, but before exercising option,
he/she may be deemed to have opted for the revised scale from the 
most beneficial date as desired by the Head of office, Accountant
General or the department, as the case may be.

c) Promotions and appointments made on or after the date of pay
revision shall be deemed to have been made in the revised scale and 
pay regulated on that basis. The Government servant is not entitled 
to exercise option in respect of the scale of pay of the post in which he 
/she is appointed/promoted.

d) The option to retain the existing scale of pay shall be admissible in 
respect of one existing scale only.  On subsequent reversion, the
Government servant concerned may exercise option in respect of the 
lower post also on condition that such option will be exercised within 
three months from the date of reversion, failing which he/she will be 
deemed to have opted for the scale with effect from the date of pay 
revision.

e) If a Government servant exercises option to come over to the revised 
scale with effect from a date beyond one year from the date of pay 
revision such option shall be deemed to be invalid and shall be
treated as a failure to exercise option and he/she shall be deemed to 
have exercised option with effect from the date of pay revision.

f) The option shall be exercised in writing and communicated to the 
Head of office or the Accountant General, respectively by the non-
Gazetted officers and Gazetted officers within six months from the 
date of pay revision order failing which the Government servant will 
be deemed to have opted for the scale with effect from the date of 
coming into effect of the pay revision and pay fixed on that basis.

g) A Government servant who is out of India on leave or deputation or 
Foreign Service, on the date of pay revision order shall exercise
option in writing within three months from the date of his taking 
charge of the old post.
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h) A Government servant, who is under suspension on the date of
coming into effect of the pay revision, shall exercise option within 
three months from the date of return to duty on re-instatement or 
within six months from the date of pay revision order whichever is 
later.

i) Option once exercised shall be final and permission for re-option will 
not be granted on any account.

j) Heads of Departments and Offices shall give proper guidance to their 
subordinates to select the most beneficial dates for exercising option, 
since re-option will not be allowed for rectification of the wrong 
option already exercised or for other reasons.

k) In cases, where persons promoted after the date of pay revision, have 
been given retrospective promotion with effect from a date in the pre-
revision period, they will exercise option in respect of the revised 
scale of the post within three months from the date of orders
sanctioning such promotion.  They will be eligible for arrears if any, 
also on condition that if the promotion is notional, arrears will be 
admissible from the actual date of promotion only.

l) The next increment in the revised scale shall accrue on completion of 
one year from the date of option.

m) DA, fitment benefit etc. which are to be added to the pay in the
existing scale for the purpose of fixation of pay will be determined 
with reference to the pay as on the date of pay revision irrespective of 
the date of option exercised by the employees.

n) Heads of Departments and Offices should be given the responsibility 
to see that the contents of the pay revision orders are communicated 
to their subordinates, including those who are on leave, deputation 
and on foreign service, so as to enable them to exercise option within 
the time-limit specified in the pay revision order.  The fixation rules 
may be published prominently in Notice Board.

5.18 In the Terms of Reference (TOR) it was interalia suggested to find out remedies 
for the anomalies caused due to last Pay Revision and to recommend measures 
to avoid cascading effects, if any, likely to be caused by such anomalies.
Majority of the Service Organisations have also voiced their argument in
support of the alleged anomalies pointed out in the TOR.  They argued that
due to the implementation of the recommendation of 8th Pay Revision
Commission then existed parity in the scales of pay between the employees in 
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different Departments and the Secretariat had been disturbed.  This was
charcterised by them as ‘degrading the non Secretariat employees’.  They 
further argued that the execution of the decisions of the Government at the 
grass root level or at its final destination is as important as the decision itself.
In other words the execution wing of the Government is also important as the 
decision making wing. The Service Organisations were of the view that there 
existed a harmonious pay structure by which various officials were placed in 
different scales of pay before the 8th Pay Revision Order. The Commission
examined the issue carefully in the background of the above mentioned Terms 
of Reference and the representations made by Service Organisations.  The
Commission is of the view that in the present era of decentralized planning 
and execution, the role of Line Departments is all the more important. So also 
the importance and significance of the Secretariat of the Government cannot be 
under estimated. In the above circumstances we have taken care to restore 
parity as far as possible, that too considering the importance/significance of 
the duties and responsibilities of the various Departments, upholding at the 
same time the significance and importance of the Secretariat.  The Commission 
has made an attempt to restore the harmonious pay structure without
upsetting or ignoring the importance of the Secretariat.

5.19 The Commission is not in favour of placing all senior level officers in various 
Departments in the scale of pay equivalent to that of Additional Secretary/ 
Joint Secretary taking into account the nature of functions and the size of the 
Departments.  The Commission took note of the fact that the 8th Pay Revision 
Commission has reduced the number of scales from 27 to 24.  By this merger of 
scales senior level officers in the Line Departments were placed at a lower level
when compared with senior level officers in the Secretariat. Hence three new 
pay scales are introduced in order to accommodate the senior level
functionaries such as Deputy Director/Joint Director/Additional Director in 
the Line Departments. The Commission feels that with introduction of three 
new scales and placing the senior level officers in certain Line Departments, 
the disparity that existed between the pay scales awarded to the Secretariat 
functionaries and Line Department functionaries has been reduced to a
considerable extent, paving the way for a harmonious pay structure to
continue.

5.20 The Classification of Heads of Departments was done long ago taking into 
account the functions and size of the Department that existed then.  Such a 
classification was attempted by the IVth Kerala Pay Commission and
constructed five groups covering Departments with Head of Departments
other than those encadred in the IAS.  We have also given our attention to this 
matter and re-grouped a few of the Heads of Departments on the basis of the 
duties and responsibilities attached to them and also considering the size of the 
Departments.
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Relativities and connected issues

5.21 The next issue before the Commission, after the formulation of pay structure 
and fixation rules is the assignment of pay scales to various posts and cadres. 
This was a herculean task before the Commission especially in the context of 
conflicting demands made by various Service Organisations.

5.22 The Commission gave due consideration to the demands of the Service
Organisations as well as the qualification, the nature of duties and
responsibilities, the professional skill required for a particular job, the
specialities of a particular Department, the nature of service rendered by the 
Department etc. to determine the most appropriate pay scale for each post.  We 
also took into account the relativity between pay scales that existed prior to 
and after the 8th Pay Revision.

5.23 The basic qualification for the post of LD Clerk is SSLC.  This qualification was 
fixed long ago, when there were no opportunities for a majority of the students 
to continue their studies beyond Matriculation.  With the introduction of
higher secondary education in almost all Panchayats it has become imperative 
to enhance the basic qualification of the entry post of Clerk to Plus two.
Besides this, now a days computer knowledge is also a must.  Hence the
Commission has recommended to enhance the pay scale of LDC (re-designated
as Clerk) to the corresponding revised scale of Rs.5650-8790.

5.24 Considering the fact that an LDC takes on an average service of ten years to get 
promoted as UDC (re-designated as Senior Clerk) and the enormous
experience which he has gained in the Department, the Commission felt that 
the scale of this post is also to be given an upward revision in the
corresponding revised scale of Rs.7480-11910.

5.25 Some of the Service Organisations have pointed out to  the Commission that 
although the post of LDC is filled up from a common District wise rank list, 
there are instances when a higher ranked person faces stagnation in the
concerned Department where as a lower ranked person obtains quick
promotion in another Department where promotion opportunities are better.
An LDC in Land Revenue, Civil Supplies, Commercial Taxes Department etc. 
can get promoted to a post having an identical time scale with that of Under 
Secretary while an LDC in Education and such other Departments can aspire 
promotion only to the post of Administrative Assistant, whose scale of pay is 
lower than that of Under Secretary.  Similarly in Subordinate Judiciary the 
scale of pay of Sheristedar which is the highest ministerial post is below that of 
Under Secretary.  The Commission felt that the scale of pay of Administrative 
Assistant has to be raised to the level of Under Secretary, considering the fact 
that the post is the highest promotion post in the ministerial cadre.
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5.26 The technical posts in the non Gazetted cadre has also been fixed considering 
the basic qualification required for the post i.e. Diploma/Certificate, duties and 
responsibilities attached to the post.

5.27 The scale of pay of professional categories has been fixed taking into account 
their qualification and the level of learning.  In this connection the Commission 
feels that the Assistant Surgeon has to be placed on a higher footing mainly on 
account of the fact that admission to this course (MBBS) is mainly taken by the 
top rank holders in the Entrance Examination to the professional courses.  Also 
there is a need to differentiate the nature of duties responsibilities, and the risk 
involved in the execution of job by an Assistant Surgeon from other
professionals.  Another reason for placing Assistant Surgeon above other
Medical professionals is the fact that there is a vide network of Health Care 
Centres in this stream namely Primary Health Centres, Rural Dispensaries,
Taluk Hospitals, District Hospitals and General Hospitals.  Accessibility to any 
one of these hospitals to a common man is highly relevant and Allopathy
Medical profession is considered to be the top most among the professional 
cadres. The pressure of duties and responsibilities is high on an Assistant
Surgeon. Hence the entry posts of Assistant Surgeon and equated categories in 
the Specialty Cadre have been placed in the scale of pay corresponding to 
Rs.13610-20700. The Commission has also given an upward lift to other
directly recruited professionals such as Assistant Engineer, Veterinary
Surgeon, Agricultural Officer etc. covered under the Career Advancement
Scheme and placed them at the entry level in the scale of pay corresponding to 
Rs.11910-19350 so as to maintain the existing internal relativity between the 
scale of pay of Assistant Surgeon and other professionals.

5.28 The Commission understands the role of Teachers in the development of
human resources which in turn paves way for the overall development of the 
State.  Hence the Teachers from Primary to Higher Secondary level have been 
placed on a better footing in the revised scales of pay. 
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The existing and corresponding revised scales (see Para.4.22)

Sl.
No.

Scales of pay (2004)
Sl.
No

Revised scales of pay (2009)

1 4510-120-4990-130-5510-140-5930-150-6230 1 8500-230-9190-250-9940-270-11020-300-12220

2 4630-120-4990-130-5510-140-5930-150-6680-160-7000 2 8730-230-9190-250-9940-270-11020-300-12220-330-12550

3
4750-120-4990-130-5510-140-5930-150-6680-160-7480-170-
7820

3 8960-230-9190-250-9940-270-11020-300-12220-330-13210

4
5250-130-5510-140-5930-150-6680-160-7480-170-7990-200-
8390

4 9190-250-9940-270-11020-300-12220-330-13540-360-14620

5 5650-140-5930-150-6680-160-7480-170-7990-200-8790 5 9940-270-11020-300-12220-330-13540-360-14980-400-15380

6 6080-150-6680-160-7480-170-7990-200-9590-240-9830 6
10480-270-11020-300-12220-330-13540-360-14980-400-16980-440-
17420

7 6680-160-7480-170-7990-200-9590-240-10790 7 11620-300-12220-330-13540-360-14980-400-16980-440-18740
8 7480-170-7990-200-9590-240-10790-280-11910 8 13210-330-13540-360-14980-400-16980-440-18740-500-20740

9 7990-200-9590-240-10790-280-11910-340-12930 9 13900-360-14980-400-16980-440-18740-500-21240-560-22360
10 8390-200-9590-240-10790-280-11910-340-13270 10 14620-360-14980-400-16980-440-18740-500-21240-560-23480

11 8790-200-9590-240-10790-280-11910-340-13610 11 15380-400-16980-440-18740-500-21240-560-24040
12 9190-200-9590-240-10790-280-11910-340-13610-380-15510 12 16180-400-16980-440-18740-500-21240-560-24040-620-27140

13 9590-240-10790-280-11910-340-13610-380-16650 13 16980-440-18740-500-21240-560-24040-620-27140-680-29180

14 10790-280-11910-340-13610-380-16650-450-18000 14 18740-500-21240-560-24040-620-27140-680-29860-750-31360
15 11070-280-11910-340-13610-380-16650-450-18450 15 19240-500-21240-560-24040-620-27140-680-29860-750-32110

16 11910-340-13610-380-16650-450-19350 16
20740-500-21240-560-24040-620-27140-680-29860-750-32860-820-
33680

17 12250-340-13610-380-16650-450-19800 17 21240-560-24040-620-27140-680-29860-750-32860-820-34500

18 12930-340-13610-380-16650-450-20250 18 22360-560-24040-620-27140-680-29860-750-32860-820-35320
19 13610-380-16650-450-20700 19 24040-620-27140-680-29860-750-32860-820-36140

20 16650-450-20700-500-23200 20 29180-680-29860-750-32860-820-36140-900-40640

21 32110-750-32860-820-36140-900-40640-1000-44640
21 20700-500-23200-550-25400-600-26600 22 36140-900-40640-1000-46640

22 23200-550-25400-600-26600-650-31150 23 40640-1000-48640-1100-54140
24 42640-1000-48640-1100-55240

23 25400-600-26600-650-33100 25 44640-1000-48640-1100-56340
24 26600-650-33750 26 46640-1000-48640-1100-57440-1200-58640

27 48640-1100-57440-1200-59840
Master Scale Master Scale

4510-120-4990-130-5510-140-5930-150-6680-160-7480-170-
7990-200-9590-240-10790-280-11910-340-13610-380-
16650-450-20700-500-23200-550-25400-600-26600-650-
33750

8500-230-9190-250-9940-270-11020-300-12220-330-13540-360-
14980-400-16980-440-18740-500-21240-560-24040-620-27140-680-
29860-750-32860-820-36140-900-40640-1000-48640-1100-57440-
1200-59840
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APPROACH TOWARDS FUTURE PAY REVISION

5.29 Pay Revisions always cast heavy burden on the State exchequer.  Future Pay 
Revisions also may cast more burden on the resources of the State.  However, 
Civil Servants being the arms of the Executive (Government) have to be
reasonably paid in tune with the wage structure in public sector/private sector 
undertakings so as to attract better talents into its fold.  In Kerala, periodicity of 
Pay Revision is generally accepted as five years on account of the rigid stand 
taken by the Service Organisations and the general policy adopted by the
successive Governments.  A Pay Revision exercise is done with the objective of 
conducting a detailed and comprehensive analysis of the existing pay structure 
and to revise the same after hearing the views of employees, Service
Organisations and Heads of Departments.  In Government of India this exercise 
is done at an interval of ten years or more whereas the neighboring States have 
almost adopted the Central pattern.  In Kerala, the Central scales of pay has not 
been implemented, yet Kerala Government employees enjoy some additional 
privileges when compared to the Centre.  So a periodicity in pay revision is a 
must and we are of the view that the existing five year periodicity may be 
continued.

5.30 To achieve the intended results, a careful and detailed examination of the
existing pay structure is essential.  This exercise has been done by the Pay
Commissions/Committees appointed for the purpose and is an elaborate
exercise requiring more time.  Hence Government may take decisions in
advance to constitute the Commission / Committee so as to enable them to 
have a very detailed study in this regard.  In this connection the Commission 
wishes to place on record the fact that the period taken by us for this exercise is 
hardly ten months and perhaps this may be the only Pay Commission to have 
achieved this goal within the shortest period.

5.31 Further the Commission wishes to draw the attention of the Government to the 
pension liability of the State which is growing at an alarming pace.  The number
of pensioners in Kerala has already crossed the number of serving employees.
It will be in the best interest of the State exchequer to find out a way to solve 
this problem of increasing burden on the State resources.  The State
Government may formulate a plan for this in consultation with Service
Organisations.


